Aussie Home Energy – Helping Australians Reduce & Save On Electricity Costs

Home Power Saver
Offering You Simple Solutions That Motivate You To Save On Electricity Costs!
Let's face it knowing where to save on electricity costs can be hard. Because it's so difficult
to know where to start! But for householders stepping on the road to home electricity
reduction one thing is for sure, they all wish they had started a long time ago!
It's never to late to start slashing your electricity costs! With increased awareness and
education, you could be starting your own home energy reduction program today, supplying
you with repeated electricity savings from tomorrow!

The key to understanding electricity savings, is firstly to know how your billed
for electricity. Most Australian households unfortunately do not! Is it not the time, you
moved on from being just a bill payer?

Once you fully understand the billing procedure, the next step is to work out
how much electricity your using and where!

Reducing electricity once it is known where it is used, can still be difficult for
householders. Options can be varied and may not always be that obvious. Options that may
involve understanding detailed charges & tariffs, electricity usage and other service usage
patterns, reduced energy appliances and other energy efficient alternatives.

You could call your electricity provider, but you may find the information
offered too generic. You could call an electrician, but they may be unwilling to assist in all
areas.
If though, your after independent advice from a professional home electricity reduction
business, dealing with householders whom are all suffering from high electricity costs on a
daily basis. CONTACT US at Aussie Home Energy and start your own Home Electricity
Reduction Program, to see what you can truly START SAVING off your electricity costs!
Home Electricity Audits - Home Energy Monitors : Tel 02 8064 3992 :
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